
Radiotherapy patient process is a complex sociotechnical system, involving high-end medical devices and 
techniques, used by highly skilled persons. Several years ago, radiotherapy had to face accidents and have 
modified treatment process to make it safer. Those macroscopic changes have had beneficial effects, but can-
not prevent punctual incidents. In this context, our proposal considers technical, human, and organizational 
dimensions in a global assessment of punctual over-irradiation and under-irradiation incurred by the patients 
during radiotherapy and the impact of the existing safety barriers. 

In this paper is presented the unification of previous qualitative models (Section 2) in a probabilistic rela-
tional model (Bayesian Networks) that enables to provide not only qualitative recommendations but also a 
quantitative evaluation of patient risks, and the impact of barriers on these risks. For this, a modeling method 
based on probabilistic fault tree is used to obtain a first macroscopic model structure of risk in radiotherapy 
(Section 3.2 & 3.3). On this base, a second model considering safety barriers is proposed (Section 3.3). Final-
ly, a quantitative comparison between these models based on the same set of data is presented. 

 
1 PROBLEM 

 
Radiotherapy principle consists in exposing tumors to ionizing rays. To preserve surrounding organs and 

tissues, this exposure is divided in dose fractions. Each fraction is distributed over a set of beams aiming tu-
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ABSTRACT: Radiotherapy is a complex process, relying on different human skills and highly technical de-
vices, which consist in exposing tumors to ionizing rays. Radiotherapy is composed of sessions which are re-
peated 3 to 5 times a week during several weeks. A recent study of WHO concerning risks in radiotherapy 
points out that only half of all incidents declared since 30 years are due to technical causes, the other half be-
ing due to human and organizational causes. 

To improve patient safety, our proposal considers these three dimensions (technical, human and organization-
al) in a global assessment of risks (over-irradiation and under-irradiation) incurred by the patients during ra-
diotherapy and the impact of the existing safety barriers. Our previous works focused on qualitative analysis 
through functional, dysfunctional, and organizational analysis. These studies proposed systematic guidelines 
using formalisms such as SADT or FMEA/HAZOP to identify dysfunctional relations inside and between 
each dimension, and their impact of incurred risks. 

This paper aims to unify all these qualitative models in a probabilistic relational model that enables to provide 
not only qualitative recommendations but also a quantitative evaluation of risk. Radiotherapy can be seen as a 
product lifecycle, by considering treatment parameters as a product designed by a multidisciplinary team, re-
alized and validated during the first treatment session, and finally used for each radiotherapy session. Each of 
these main phases are modeled using a Bayesian network pattern (derived from cognitive engineering) that 
captures the different causal influences of activity inputs (technical but also organizational) with regards to 
the activity failure modes and outputs. These Bayesian elementary networks are aggregated according to the 
causal flows identified in the previous qualitative analysis. Expert knowledge and adverse event databases 
should be used to parameter the network and provide the expected risk evaluation for each medical center. 



mor with different incidence angles. Each set is distributed in a treatment session, a radiotherapy treatment is 
composed of several session repeated 5 times a week until total dose is distributed. 

A radiotherapy treatment is a complex sociotechnical system (Aloui 2008). Indeed, to implement a radio-
therapy treatment, therapist oncologists, medical physicist and dosimetrists have to find the best way to use 
highly technical medical devices to treat each patient, by designing (and using) a set of parameters called 
treatment plan.  

That kind of cancer treatment can generate risks to patient:  • Over irradiation of healthy organs or tumor, which can lead to new diseases, • Under irradiation of tumor, signifying ineffective treatment. 
In year 2011 in France, more than 160,000 Patients were treated using radiotherapy (more than 185,000 

treatments) (INCa 2013). Only 4 incidents concerning exposure of patients to the studied risk (over irradia-
tion, under irradiation) were declared in the same period to French Nuclear Safety Agency (ASN). Regarding 
this rate, Radiotherapy process looks safe, but: • Each adverse event concerns over irradiation or under irradiation during several consecutive sessions, 

called significant events, which may have direct pathogenic effects to patient. Punctual over irradia-
tion or under irradiation have no direct effects so they are not declared as incidents to Safety Nuclear 
Agency (Birraux 2013); • Radiotherapy centers were equipped several years ago with security and safety devices that detect and 
alert in case of deviations on treatment process. These devices allow detecting and catching adverse 
situation before the occurrence of incident. 

If we look at international reporting systems (Radiation Oncology Safety Information System - ROSIS, 
Safety in Radiation Oncology - SAFRON), or radiotherapy centers adverse event databases, punctual over 
/under Irradiation and near events that can lead to it are more numerous. They are generally caught up by re-
engineering treatment plan.  

For each event declared to ROSIS reporting system or for the four adverse events declared to ASN, ap-
pears that they are mostly detected during treatment sessions (40% of ROSIS base). This means that a succes-
sion of errors occurred during previous treatment activities, and during safety activities of the process 
(Holmberg 2012). Process is not safe as it seems, and consequences of significant events are serious for pa-
tients, radiotherapy practitioners and for care facilities (Epinal trial, 2007). 

A recent study (French Health high authority - HAS 2013) shows that half of all radiotherapy events (46%) 
are initiate during radiotherapy setup step where patient treatment plan is designed, and are non-detected dur-
ing first treatment session where patient treatment plan is validate. On the other hand, occurrence of risks in 
radiotherapy was studied by (World Health Organization 2008), and points out that only half of all incidents 
declared since 30 years are due to technical causes, the other half being due to human and organizational 
causes. ROSIS and ASN declaration forms register those different roots for each new event. Trying to sys-
tematically detect causes of punctual event should make process safer. Our work aims to bring better 
knowledge on radiotherapy process, and existing barriers effectiveness. 

In this context, our proposal considers these three dimensions (Technical, human, and organizational) in a 
global assessment of punctual over-irradiation and under-irradiation incurred by the patients during radiother-
apy and the impact of the existing safety barriers. 

The main problem is the complexity of radiotherapy process, which slows the development of precise mod-
el to evaluate risk of each radiotherapy center. To avoid it, previous work focused on qualitative analysis 
through functional (Reitz et al. 2012-1), dysfunctional (Reitz et al. 2012-2), and organizational (Reitz et al. 
2013) analysis were done. These studies proposed systematic guidelines using formalisms such as SADT or 
FMEA/HazOp to identify dysfunctional relations inside and between each dimension, and their impact on in-
curred risks (Section 3). 
This paper aims to unify all these qualitative models in a probabilistic relational model (Bayesian Networks) 
that enables to provide not only qualitative recommendations but also a quantitative evaluation of the impact 
of existing barriers. Qualitative methods and structures can be applied to develop structure of a probabilistic 
model, which may be supplied with data from radiotherapy centers adverse events database. 

2 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RADIOTHERAPY TREATMENT PROCESS 
 
This section aims to present main ideas that drive our reflection to develop qualitative analysis of treatment 

process dysfunction through technical, human and Organizational dimensions.  



2.1 Functional modeling: discovering the radiotherapy system objects and barriers by modeling 

To develop a precise risk model, our first study was functional modeling. To structure this modeling step, 
Radiotherapy is seen as the engineering process of the patient treatment plan (ISO/IEC 15288:2008). Thus, 
Product or system lifecycle can be used as a macro-structuration for functional modeling. In (Reitz et al. 
2012-1), guidelines are proposed to develop a precise model of radiotherapy as safety barriers identification 
(Prepare-Perform-Close Activity sequence, Léger et al. 2009) and guidelines for object flow identification, 
typed as: • Finality flow, representing patient during session, or treatment plan during design�  • Technical resources, like medical devices, • Human resources, • Triggers, like dates, visa�  • Organizational knowledge, like guides, protocols�  made available by radiotherapy center, • Patient particular knowledge, like medical records, or special protocols conceive for a best patient 

support. 
Figure 1 presents the highest decomposition level of this functional model using SADT (System analysis 

and Design Technique).  

2.2 Dysfunctional analysis: Deductive method based on functional modeling 

From this precise functional analysis, it is possible to deduce dysfunctional analysis by systematically apply-
ing Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) on each activities and Hazard and Operability (HazOp) on object 
flows. Guidelines to obtain a precise dysfunctional analysis based on functional analysis have been proposed 
in ( Reitz et al. 2012-2) and can be resumed at: • Activities failure can be Out of service or degraded. Each activity failure can be caused by any of its 

input object flows deviation, or by an internal failure. Each activity failure has consequence on any of 
its output object flows deviation. • Each Input/output object flows deviation can be �more than�, �less than�, �other than�, �is not�. Those 
deviations concerns object properties (form, space, time) or flow properties (rank, headcount, debit). 

For example: two patients with the same name are waiting for the beginning of their treatment sessions. 
This situation can lead to treat the wrong patient. That can be expressed by the typed deviation: �More 
than�_�debit�_�patient flow�. This deviation can lead to a degraded failure mode of the activity �realize 
treatment session�: treating wrong patient. This degraded mode of the activity �realize treatment session� 
generates the accidental situation studied: over irradiation of healthy tissues (�more than_dose_patient�s 
healthy tissues�), and under irradiation of tumors (�less than_dose_patient�s tumors�). 

Figure 1. Highest decomposition level of the functional model of a radiotherapy treatment (SADT). 



2.3 Human and Organizational analysis: knowledge extraction from French mandatory risk analysis 
guide 

In 2009, ASN provides a risk analysis guide designed for radiotherapy centers, to help them to evaluate 
their vulnerability towards a set of risks scenarios presented as FMEA tables. In this guide, 24 organizational 
and human factors scenarios are proposed for evaluation. The content of those scenarios have been modeled 
in a previous studies (Reitz et al. 2013). Figure 2 presents a sample of the models obtained. Those models 
present pathogenic influences between organizational, human and technical dimensions. Human and technical 
dimensions in those models are common with flows deviations or activities failure modes used in our previ-
ous qualitative analysis.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

3 MODELING APPROACH 

3.1 General principles 

Based on this qualitative analysis, this paper will be centered on technical dimension of radiotherapy (Func-
tional model and Dysfunctional analysis). Human and organizational factors will be integrated to our quanti-
tative model in a next study. To obtain a quantitative model representing technical event chains leading to 
over/under-irradiation of the patient, a formalism using tree diagram will be a good choice. One of the most 
widespread tree formalism used in dependability allowing evaluation of risk is Fault tree (FT). But Fault tree 
aren�t fully adapted to our problem: • FT use logic AND and OR gates to represent and evaluate risks. It is particularly adapted to represent 

Technical dimensions, but this method isn�t adapted to human and organizational factors, which can�t 
be represented with logic doors. For example, a stressed person won�t do systematically errors, but 
will certainly do more errors than if he isn�t stressed. That kind of behavior can�t be represented with 
binary events, conditional probability best fits with it.  • To the best of our knowledge, Automatic learning of databases isn�t possible with fault tree. • Using fault tree on huge complex systems like radiotherapy will result in a huge fault tree, with multi-
ple occurrence branches. That lack of concision of fault tree may be a turn off for practitioners who 
will have to quickly appropriate and use the model.  

Bayesian Networks addresses all those problems. But, there is no structured method to develop a risk mod-
el with Bayesian network. In this paper, we propose a method adapted from FTA to develop a Bayesian Net-
work (BN) structure from functional and dysfunctional analysis. Conditional probabilities, for the technical 
dimension, will be similar to logic gates AND and OR. Organizational and human factors will be integrated to 
the BN in a next study. 

Figure 2. Sample of organizational and human patho-

genic influence on technical radiotherapy process. 



3.2 From functional model and dysfunctional analysis to Risk centered Bayesian network 

�BN are defined by a directed oriented acyclic graph in which the nodes represent the system variables and 
the arcs symbolize the dependencies or the cause-effect relationships among the variables. A BN is defined  
by a set of nodes and a set of directed arcs. A probability is associated to each state of the node. This probabil-
ity is defined, a priori for a root node, and computed by inference [from the content of Conditional Probability 
Tables(CPT)] for the others.� (Jensen 1996; Weber et al. 2012). In this study, we propose a method based on 
fault tree analysis (FTA, Limnios 2005, Bobbio et al. 2001). 

The first step of the FTA concerns preliminary qualitative analysis of the system, which are covered by 
functional modeling and dysfunctional analysis. The second step concerns analysis specifications, assump-
tions and initial conditions on the studied system: In this study, the undesirable top event chosen is the wrong 
irradiation of the patient (encompassing both risks explained in section 2). This event is a deviation of the 
flows �patient ready for session� and �treated patient� in functional model and in the dysfunctional analysis. 
Before beginning BN construction step, some basic assumptions are made:  • Events are binary: working/ failure for activities, correct/ wrong for flows.  • Events are statistically independent • Relationships between events and causes are represented by conditional probability tables (CPT) be-

having like logic gates AND and OR (presented in figure 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Finally, the construction step is iterative, based on the previous qualitative analysis, and can be proceeding 

as follows: • Identify all the possible direct causes of the studied event on flows or activities of the functional mod-
el. For the top event wrong irradiation of the patient, the two causes are a wrong irradiation of patient 
out of the treatment plan validation (�Patient ready for session� flow deviation) or out of treatment 
session (�Patient treated� flow deviation). • Identify the relationship or logic of the cause-effects events. In our case, the relationship is a logic OR. • Structure the BN with these events and logic gate, by representing the flow or activity identified with a 
node, and two states on the node: Normal and failure (for activities) or wrong (for flows). •  Connect with an arrow the causes to the event, and fill in the CPT with the content of relationship 
previously identified. • Keep looking back to ensure identified causes are not repeated. If so, be sure that the identified devia-
tion of the flow (or failure of the activity) is strictly identical in both cases. If they aren�t �dysfunc-
tionally� identic, then duplicate events and specify the deviation of each node. If they are �dysfunc-
tionally� identic; then place an arch between that cause and the studied event. In our example, �patient 
ready for session� is an input flow for treatment session, and the output flow of treatment plan valida-
tion. They are duplicated on the BN because their deviations are different: in one case is represented 

Figure 3. Equivalences between fault tree gates and 

Bayesian networks (Bobbio et al., 2001). 



the fact that the irradiation of the patient after �treatment plan validation� is wrong, in the other case is 
represented the fact that the identity of the patient is wrong before Treatment session� (see figure 4). • Repeat the process for the causes previously identified by searching on flows or activities directly 
connected to the identified causes: in this study, the identified causes are �patient ready for session� 
and �treated patient�. Then, the next causes we will search for concerns activities called �treatment 
session�, and �treatment plan validation�. 

Figure 4 present the BN obtained with the method presented above, applied on the functional model (and its 
dysfunctional analysis) presented figure 1. Each BN presented in this study have been constructing with 
BayesiaLab (property of Bayesia). 
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Figure 4. Bayesian network model of a wrong irradiation of patient in radiotherapy. 

Figure 5. integration of Preventive and protective barriers before and after treatment session. 



 

3.3 Modeling barriers with Bayesian network 

In the BN model proposed above, barriers are not modeled. During functional modeling, one of the barrier 
identification method used concerns Prepare-Perform-Close (P-P-C) activity sequence, presented as a model-
ing pattern to identify existing barriers on the treatment process. Structurally, PPC sequence represents the 
systematic verifications that must be proceeding on input flows before performing activity (Systematic Pre-
vention barrier), and the controls done on output flows after each performing activity (Systematic Protection 
barrier). In this study, the activity �treatment session� has been modeled with preparation and closure activi-
ties (Figure 5). Same kind of study will be done later with other kind of barriers identified during functional 
modeling. 

To model those activities, dysfunctional behavior of verifications and controls must be exposed: a devia-
tion on a prepared/closed input flow can entail a deviation on these output flows only if the prepara-
tion/closure is in a failure mode. That dysfunctional behavior has been related in the model by filling in CPT 
of each output nodes of the activities �Prepare session� and �close session� with AND nodes. 

The last model developed in this study is represented Figure 6 shows the final model with the PRC se-
quence replacing treatment session in the BN of figure 5 

4 FIRST QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS AND COMPARED RESULTS 

4.1 Data sets 

In order to make a comparison between these two BN, representing radiotherapy without barriers (Figure 
4) and with preventive and protective barriers (Figure 6), these models requires prior probabilities to deter-
mine each parent nodes of the model. To do so, we propose a fictive data set representing a fictive center 
where: • Patient flow is important, • Human resources are over-demanded,  • Good quality of care (good knowledge, good technical resources) 

To represent this fictive center the following data set address to each flow type the following prior proba-
bilities: • Parent nodes representing finality (sick patient, treatment plan, and patient ready for session) wrong 

state probability: 2% • Parent nodes representing technical resources (Row material for containment, Scanned patient and 
Valid treatment plan) wrong state probability: 0,01% • Parent nodes representing human resources (each teams) wrong state: 15% • Parent nodes representing triggers (dates and schedules) wrong state probability: 0,01% • Parent nodes representing organizational knowledge (guides, protocols) wrong state : 0,01% • Parent nodes representing patient particular knowledge (particular protocols and procedures) wrong 
state : 0,1% 

4.2 Compared results  

Without barriers (Figure 4), the BN calculation gave the probability of a punctual wrong irradiation of pa-
tient occurring in 43.59%. Probability of a wrong patient irradiation during treatment validation occurs in 
29.41%, and during treatment session the probability is 20.09%. 

With structural barriers during treatment session (Figure 6) global risk probability falls is lowered by 
12.53% (BN Figure 6), mainly caused by a wrong irradiation during treatment plan validation (29.41%, same 
calculation by each BN). The BN calculation gave the probability of a wrong patient irradiation during treat-
ment session at 2.33 % after closure activity. After preparation and realization, this probability is 15.36%. 
These two BN gives significantly different values. 

The advantage of Bayesian network is to propose the possibility, for users, to see the impact of a known 
state on a node. For example: on both model, we observe that we have the wrong patient ready for session (by 
setting patient ready for session 100% wrong). With the BN Figure 4, wrong patient irradiation probability is 
100%. In BN figure 6, The probability to have a wrong patient after preparation step is 15.17%, The probabil-
ity to wrongly irradiate patient during treatment session grow up to 27.97%, finally, after closure, the proba-
bility not to have detected this wrong irradiation falls to 4.23%.  



5 CONCLUSION 

The example used in this study is a macroscopic representation of radiotherapy. However, the impact of 
structural barriers on patient�s risk has been highlighted with Bayesian Networks. This study is based on a fic-
tive data set. This first evaluation would be more powerful by:  • Applying this method on more precise part of radiotherapy process. Then, states of each nodes will be 

mere relevant, but assumptions concerning the binary states could be revised. • Connecting this model to radiotherapy centers adverse events database. Then prior probabilities, con-
ditional probability tables, and top event evaluation should be more relevant (because based on real 
declared events). 

By using this method in radiotherapy centers practitioners will be able, by comparison between different 
barriers, to see what barrier is correctly realized or overstepped, effective or not, etc. 

The obtained model will be enriched with models of organizational and human influences, to obtain a 
global risk assessment and with other structural barriers. 
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